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ABOUT

We are intentional and we care about what our work can 
do for you, your business, or you organization.  We believe 
our work, no matter how simple, matters and is effectual.
 
Our approach is business first; what is the desired 
outcome. We feel that images should have value and not 
just a cost. We believe videos should inform and move 
people to act. We know a thoughtful careful strategy will 
win the day.

When engaging ECBM expect more than a haphazard 
assessment. We look at each engagement, no matter how 
rudimentary or seemingly pedestrian, on it's merits, in an 
effort to maximize a favorable result.



PROCESS

Our aim is to keep our process as linear as possible. We feel this 
way our clients always know where they are in the process.

Based on acceptance of the quote, we will send over a contract 
and an invoice for a deposit to handle your event.

We then shoot your event in accordance to our predetermined 
direction. A final invoice will then be sent for the balance after the 
images have been edited.

Lastly, we deliver the images and review the process to ensure 
nothing was missed.



PRICING

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
40 - 60 Images/hour
High Resolution
Up to 200 people
No name documentation
Color correction, brightness adjustment and cropping

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY - TAKE NAMES
20 - 30 Images/hour
High Resolution
Up to 200 people
Color correction, brightness adjustment and cropping

ADDITIONAL SHOOTER
40 - 60 Images/shooter/hour
201 - 400 people
No name documentation

ADDITIONAL SHOOTER - TAKE NAMES
20 - 30 Images/shooter/hour
201 - 400 people

ASSISTANT TO TAKE NAMES
40 - 60 Images/hour
Assistant required for each shooter

SAME DAY DELIVERY
Delivery within 4 - 12 hours

EXPRESS DELIVERY
Delivery within 3 days

STEP AND REPEAT SET-UP
Two diffused strobe lights
Client must insure accessible electrical outlet 
within 25 ft
May require ADDITIONAL SHOOTER

150/hr

150/hr

100/hr

100/hr

35/hr

75/hr of 
shoot time

50/hr of 
shoot time

150

DESCRIPTION



PRICING

STEP AND REPEAT CONTINUOUS LIGHTING
3 Continuous LED lights
Client must insure accessible electrical outlet 

within 25 ft

REAL TIME PHOTOGRAPHY EDITING
Requires photographer and editor
Client must secure Wi-Fi/Internet
Client must insure accessible electrical outlet 

within 25 ft

REAL TIME VIDEOGRAPHY EDITING
Requires videographer and editor
Client must secure Wi-Fi/Internet
Client must insure accessible electrical outlet 

within 25 ft

PHOTOGRAPHY PRESS MANAGEMENT
On site photography press management
Credential management/enforcement
Rules development
Photography Pool area management

LICENSING

150

275/hr

450/hr

Manager 75/hr
Assistant 35/hr

DESCRIPTION



TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. There is a 50%, minimum $150, non-refundable deposit required before 
event is confirmed. 

2. Shoot can be rescheduled up to 2 times within 30 days, on the third 
reschedule or after 30 days a second deposit will be required. 

3. Images will be delivered in 4-7 days. Full payment must be received 
before final edited images are released. Once final edited 
non-watermarked images have been delivered there are no refunds.

4. Additional coverage is not guaranteed. Once you have booked your time, 
we cannot guarantee the ability to shoot longer than we are booked. 

5. You will be charged for the hours you book, even if the event runs short. 

6. We do not airbrush or extensively edit event images. 

7. We are not responsible for the lack of desirable background. 

8. Client is responsible for notifying us in advance of any required images. 
We are not responsible for recognizing individuals to be photographed. 
Client must supply personnel to indicate persons who will have to be 
photographed.

9. There is a 2 hour minimum on all event shoots.

10. ECBM is not responsible for atmospheric or environmental conditions. 
ECBM will not make additional edits to accommodate for adverse 
conditions. Client is responsible for adjusting to elements such as heat, 
rain, cold, dust, smoke, etc.


